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A New Approach for Overlay Text Detection and
Extraction From Complex Video Scene
Wonjun Kim and Changick Kim, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Overlay text brings important semantic clues in video
content analysis such as video information retrieval and summarization, since the content of the scene or the editor’s intention
can be well represented by using inserted text. Most of the previous approaches to extracting overlay text from videos are based
on low-level features, such as edge, color, and texture information.
However, existing methods experience difficulties in handling texts
with various contrasts or inserted in a complex background. In
this paper, we propose a novel framework to detect and extract
the overlay text from the video scene. Based on our observation
that there exist transient colors between inserted text and its adjacent background, a transition map is first generated. Then candidate regions are extracted by a reshaping method and the overlay
text regions are determined based on the occurrence of overlay text
in each candidate. The detected overlay text regions are localized
accurately using the projection of overlay text pixels in the transition map and the text extraction is finally conducted. The proposed
method is robust to different character size, position, contrast, and
color. It is also language independent. Overlay text region update
between frames is also employed to reduce the processing time. Experiments are performed on diverse videos to confirm the efficiency
of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Optical character recognition (OCR), overlay
text, transition map, video information retrieval, video summarization.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the development of video editing technology, there
are growing uses of overlay text inserted into video contents to provide viewers with better visual understanding. Most
broadcasting videos tend to increase the use of overlay text to
convey more direct summary of semantics and deliver better
viewing experience. For example, headlines summarize the reports in news videos and subtitles in the documentary drama
help viewers understand the content. Sports videos also contain text describing the scores and team or player names [1].
In general, text displayed in the videos can be classified into
scene text and overlay text [2]. Scene text occurs naturally in
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the background as a part of the scene, such as the advertising
boards, banners, and so on. In contrast to that, overlay text is
superimposed on the video scene and used to help viewers’ understanding. Since the overlay text is highly compact and structured, it can be used for video indexing and retrieval [3]. However, overlay text extraction for video optical character recognition (OCR) becomes more challenging, compared to the text extraction for OCR tasks of document images, due to the numerous
difficulties resulting from complex background, unknown text
color, size and so on.
There are two steps involved before the overlay text recognition is carried out, i.e., detection and extraction of overlay text.
First, overlay text regions are roughly distinguished from background. The detected overlay text regions are refined to determine the accurate boundaries of overlay text strings. To generate a binary text image for video OCR, background pixels are
removed from the overlay text strings in the extraction step. Although many methods have been proposed to detect and extract
the video text, few methods can effectively deal with different
color, shape, and multilingual text.
Most of existing video text detection methods have been proposed on the basis of color, edge, and texture-based feature.
Color-based approaches assume that the video text is composed
of a uniform color. In the approach by Agnihotri et al. [4], the
red color component is used to obtain high contrast edges between text and background. In [5], the “uniform color” blocks
within the high contrast video frames are selected to correctly
extract text regions. Kim et al. [6] cluster colors based on Euclidean distance in the RGB space and use 64 clustered color
channels for text detection. However, it is rarely true that the
overlay text consists of a uniform color due to degradation resulting from compression coding and low contrast between text
and background. Edge-based approaches are also considered
useful for overlay text detection since text regions contain rich
edge information. The commonly adopted method is to apply an
edge detector to the video frame and then identify regions with
high edge density and strength. This method performs well if
there is no complex background and it becomes less reliable as
the scene contains more edges in the background. Lyu et al. [7]
use a modified edge map with strength for text region detection and localize the detected text regions using coarse-to-fine
projection. They also extract text strings based on local thresholding and inward filling. In [8], authors consider the strokes of
text in horizontal, vertical, up-right, and up-left directions and
generate the edge map along each direction. Then they combine statistical features and use k-means clustering to classify
the image pixels into background and text candidates. Liu et al.
[9] use multiscale edge detector to detect the text regions. They
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compute the edge strength, density, and orientation variance to
form the multiscale edge detector. Texture-based approaches,
such as the salient point detection and the wavelet transform,
have also been used to detect the text regions. Bertini et al. [10]
detect corner points from the video scene and then detect the
text region using similarity of corner points between frames.
Sato et al. [11] apply an interpolation filter based on vertical,
horizontal, left diagonal, right diagonal directions to enhance
the performance of text extraction. Gllavata et al. [2] employ the
high-frequency wavelet coefficients and connected components
to detect the text regions. However, since it is almost impossible
to detect text in a real video by using only one characteristic of
text, some methods take advantage of combined features to detect video text [12], [13].
After the text detection step, the text extraction step, which
can be classified into color-based [7], [14] and stroke-based
methods [11], should be employed before OCR is applied. Since
color of text is generally different from that of background, text
strings can be extracted by thresholding. Otsu method [14] is a
widely used color-based text extraction method due to its simplicity and efficiency of the algorithm. However, Otsu method
is not robust to text extraction with similar color of background
due to the use of global thresholding. To solve this problem, the
detected text regions are divided into several blocks and then
Otsu method is applied locally to each block, such as the adaptive thresholding introduced in [7], where a dam point is defined to extract text strings from background. On the other hand,
some filters based on the direction of strokes have also been
used to extract text in the stroke-based methods. The four-direction character extraction filters [11] are used to enhance the
stroke-like shapes and to suppress others. However, since the
stroke filter is language-dependent, some characters without obvious stripe shape can also be suppressed.
In this paper, we propose a new overlay text detection and
extraction method using the transition region between the
overlay text and background. First, we generate the transition
map based on our observation that there exist transient colors
between overlay text and its adjacent background. Then the
overlay text regions are roughly detected by computing the
density of transition pixels and the consistency of texture
around the transition pixels. The detected overlay text regions
are localized accurately using the projection of transition map
with an improved color-based thresholding method [7] to
extract text strings correctly. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. We generate the transition map and refine the
detected text regions in Section II. The overlay text extraction
from the refined text regions is explained in Section III. The
experimental results on various videos are shown in Section IV,
followed by conclusion in Section V.

Fig. 1. Examples of overly text.

Fig. 2. Overall procedure of the proposed detection method.

tions II-A–E. The overlay text extraction method will be clearly
explained in Section III.
A. Transition Map Generation
As a rule of thumb, if the background of overlay text is dark,
then the overlay text tends to be bright. On the contrary, the
overlay text tends to be dark if the background of overlay text is
bright. Therefore, there exists transient colors between overlay
text and its adjacent background due to color bleeding, the intensities at the boundary of overlay text are observed to have the
logarithmical change.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the intensities of three consecutive
pixels are decreasing logarithmically at the boundary of bright
overlay text due to color bleeding by the lossy video compression. It is also observed that the intensities of three consecutive
pixels increases exponentially at the boundary of dark overlay
text. Graphical illustration of intensity change in the transition
region is also shown in Fig. 3(b). We first prepare three videos
containing “Bright to Dark (B-D)” and “Dark to Bright (D-B)”
transitions, respectively. 20 transition areas sampled from each
video are averaged and illustrated in the figure.
Since the change of intensity at the boundary of overlay text
may be small in the low contrast image, to effectively determine
whether a pixel is within a transition region, the modified saturation is first introduced as a weight value based on the fact that
overlay text is in the form of overlay graphics. The modified saturation is defined as follows:

(1)

II. OVERLAY TEXT REGION DETECTION
The proposed method is based on our observations that there
exist transient colors between overlay text and its adjacent
background (see Fig. 1) and overlay texts have high saturation
because they are inserted by using graphic components. The
overall procedure of proposed overlay text detection method
is shown in Fig. 2, where each module is explained in Sec-

where
if
otherwise.

(2)

and
denote the saturation value and
the maximum saturation value at the corresponding intensity
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Fig. 4. (a), (c) Original image. (b), (d) Transition map.

Fig. 3. (a) Change of intensities in the transition region. (b) Graphical illustration of intensity change in the transition region (red: bright to dark, blue: dark
to bright).

level, respectively.
denotes the intensity at the
,
. Based on the conical HSI color
which is normalized to
model [15], the maximum value of saturation is normalized in
compared to 0.5 in (2). The transition
accordance with
can thus be defined by combination of the change of intensity
and the modified saturation as follows:

and
(3)
and
can be zero by the
Since the weight
achromatic overlay text and background, we add 1 to the weight
in (3). If a pixel satisfies the logarithmical change constraint
given in (4), three consecutive pixels centered by the current
pixel are detected as the transition pixels and the transition map
is generated
if
otherwise.

(4)

The thresholding value TH is empirically set to 80 in consideration of the logarithmical change. Two transition maps are
shown in Fig. 4(b) and (d), which correspond to the overlay text
inserted images in Fig. 4(a) and (c), respectively. We can see
that the transition maps are well generated even in the complex
background.

Fig. 5. (a) Transition map. (b) Linked map through connected components
building. (c) Smoothed candidate regions based on rectangular bounding box
fitting.

B. Candidate Region Extraction
The transition map can be utilized as a useful indicator for
the overlay text region. To generate the connected components,
we first generate a linked map as shown in Fig. 5(b). If a gap
of consecutive pixels between two nonzero points in the same
row is shorter than 5% of the image width, they are filled with
1s. If the connected components are smaller than the threshold
value, they are removed. The threshold value is empirically selected by observing the minimum size of overlay text region.
Then each connected component is reshaped to have smooth
boundaries. Since it is reasonable to assume that the overlay
text regions are generally in rectangular shapes, a rectangular
bounding box is generated by linking four points, which corre,
,
,
spond to
taken from the link map shown in Fig. 5(b).
The refined candidate regions are shown in Fig. 5(c).
C. Overlay Text Region Determination
The next step is to determine the real overlay text region
among the boundary smoothed candidate regions by some
useful clues, such as the aspect ratio of overlay text region.
Since most of overlay texts are placed horizontally in the video,
the vertically longer candidates can be easily eliminated. The
density of transition pixels is a good criterion as well. Nevertheless, a more refined algorithm is needed to minimize the false
detection due to the complex background. In this subsection,
we introduce a texture-based approach for overlay text region
determination.
Based on the observation that intensity variation around the
transition pixel is big due to complex structure of the overlay
text, we employ the local binary pattern (LBP) introduced in
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Fig. 7. Overlay text region determination.
Fig. 6. Example of LBP computation.
TABLE II
POT IN EACH CANDIDATE REGION

TABLE I
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT LBP’S AND OVERLAY TEXT PIXELS IN EACH
CANDIDATE SHOWN IN FIG. 5(C)

[16] to describe the texture around the transition pixel. LBP is
a very efficient and simple tool to represent the consistency of
texture using only the intensity pattern. LBP forms the binary
pattern using current pixel and its all circular neighbor pixels
and can be converted into a decimal number as follows:

where

Fig. 8. Refinement process of detected overlay text region.

.
(5)

and
denote the user’s chosen number of circular
neighbor pixels of a specific pixel and the radius of circle,
and
denote the intensity of current pixel
respectively.
and circular neighbor pixels, respectively. We can obtain
the binary pattern as shown in Fig. 6, and the resulting
.
Now we define the probability of overlay text (POT) using
the operator as follows: The LBP operator is first applied to
every transition pixel in each candidate region. Then, we compute the number of different LBPs to consider the intensity variation around the transition pixel. Since we use the 8 neighbor
pixels to obtain the LBP value, the total number of potentially
. Although the number of different
different LBPs is
LBPs is generally increasing as the candidate region includes
more transition pixels, it may not be guaranteed since transition
pixels can have same local binary pattern. The number of different LBPs and transition pixels in each candidate region of
Fig. 5(c) is shown in Table I.
Let denote the density of transition pixels in each candidate
region and can be easily obtained from dividing the number of
transition pixels by the size of each candidate region. POT is
defined as follows:

is larger than a predefined value, the corresponding region is finally determined as the overlay text region. The detection result
is shown in Fig. 7 and Table II. The thresholding value in POT
is empirically set to 0.05 based on various experimental results.
We can see that the overlay text region is well identified from
other candidates.
D. Overlay Text Region Refinement
The overlay text region or the bounding box obtained in the
preceding subsection needs to be refined for better accurate text
extraction, which will be addressed in Section III. In this subsection, we use a modified projection of transition pixels in the
transition map [7] to perform the overlay text region refinement.
First, the horizontal projection is performed to accumulate all
the transition pixel counts in each row of the detected overlay
text region to form a histogram of the number of transition
pixels. Then the null points, which denote the pixel row without
transition pixels, are removed and separated regions are re-labeled. The projection is conducted vertically and null points are
removed once again. Compared to the coarse-to-fine projection
proposed for edge-based scheme in [7], our projection method
is applied to the detected overlay text regions only, making the
process simpler. The result of refinement is shown in Fig. 8.
E. Overlay Text Region Update

(6)
where

denotes the number of candidate regions as mentioned.
denotes the number of different LBPs, which is normalized by the maximum of the number of different LBPs (i.e.,
256) in each candidate region. If POT of the candidate region

Once the overlay text regions are detected in the current
frame, it is reasonable to take advantage of continuity of
overlay text between consecutive frames for the text region
detection of the next frame. If the difference, which can be
obtained by XOR of current transition map and previous transition map, is smaller than a predefined value, the overlay text
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Fig. 10. Overall procedure of proposed extraction method.

Fig. 9. Example of gradually appearing overlay text.

regions of previous frame are directly applied as the detection
result without further refinement. A special situation that needs
to be taken care of happens when an overlay text region is in
gradual appearance as shown in Fig. 9.
In order to deal with such changes, we compare the current
transition map with the transition map obtained 3 frames earlier
and the dissimilarity measure between these maps is defined as
follows:

Fig. 11. Examples of binarized image by the average intensity of overlay text
region.

(7)

otherwise find new

(8)

where
and
denote the transition map obtained from
th frame, respectively.
and
the th frame and the
denote the detected overlay text regions in the th frame
th frame, respectively. denotes the XOR opand the
erator. In other words, if the values on the nth frame and the
th frame transition map are same, the result of between
two values is set to be 0. Otherwise, the result of between two
values is set to be 1. The overlay text region update method can
reduce the processing time efficiently.
III. OVERLAY TEXT EXTRACTION
Before applying video OCR application, the refined overlay
text regions need to be converted to a binary image, where all
pixels belonging to overlay text are highlighted and others suppressed. Since the text color may be either brighter or darker
than the background color, an efficient scheme is required to
extract the overlay text dealing with complex backgrounds and
various text appearances. Among several algorithms proposed
to conduct such a task [7], [11], [17], there is one effective
method, proposed by Lyu et al. [7], consists of color polarity
classification and color inversion (if necessary), followed by
adaptive thresholding, dam point labeling and inward filling. In
this section, we propose a fast and efficient overlay text extraction technique, which is based on Lyu’s approach with some
modifications for better performance. The overall procedure of
proposed extraction method is shown in Fig. 10.
A. Color Polarity Computation
Fig. 11 shows two opposite scenarios, in which either
the overlay text is darker than the surrounding background

Fig. 12. Process of inversing image by the color polarity. (a) Dark text on
bright background. (b) Bright text on bright background. (c) Examples of inverted overlay text by “bright_text_flag”.

[Fig. 11(a)], or the text is brighter than its neighbors [Fig. 11(c)].
As shown in Fig. 11(b) and (d), the binarized images obtained
by simple thresholding represent the overlay text as either 1
(or “ White”) or 0 (or “Black”), respectively. Such inconsistent
results must complicate the following text extraction steps.
Thus, our goal in this subsection is to check the color polarity
and inverse the pixel intensities if needed so that the output text
region of the module can always contain bright text compared
to its surrounding pixels as shown in Fig. 12.
We observe that this goal can be simply attained owing to
the transition map obtained in the preceding section. First of
all, the binary image obtained by thresholding with average
intensity value can be effectively utilized [see Fig. 11(b) and
(d)]. Given the binarized text region, the boundary pixels, which
belong to left, right, top, and bottom lines of the text region,
are searched and the number of white pixels is counted. If the
number of white boundary pixels is less than 50% of the number
of boundary pixels, the text region is regarded as “bright text on
dark background” scenario, which requires no polarity change.
In other words, the overlay text is always bright in such scenarios. If the number of white pixels is greater than that of black
pixels, we conduct a task to turn on or off the “bright_text_flag”
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Fig. 13. Process of adaptive thresholding adopted from [7]. Horizontal adaptive
thresholding (left). Vertical adaptive thresholding (right).

as expressed in (9), shown at the bottom of the page, where
denotes the position of the first encountered transition
pixel in each row of the text region and
denotes the value on
the binary image. As shown in Fig. 12, the flag is set to 1 for
Fig. 12(a) since the first encountered transition pixel belongs to
1, whereas the pixel apart by two pixel distance belongs to 0.
If such case happens at least once, the pixel values in the text
region is inverted to make the overlay text brighter than the surrounding background. Note that the inversion is simply done by
subtracting the pixel value from the maximum pixel value. The
process of color polarity computation is shown in Fig. 12. The
first transition pixels in each row on the binary image are represented by red color in Fig. 12. Examples with “bright_flag_text”
are also shown in Fig. 12(c).

Fig. 14. Text extraction procedure. (a) Adaptive thresholding. (b) Modified
dam points labeled in gray. (c) Inward filling. (d) Inward filling when the original Lyu’s method is used.

the filling task is conducted. Thus, the “dam points” inside TR
is defined to prevent the filling from flooding into text pixels.
We modify the dam point definition introduced in [7] by adding
a simple constraint for transition pixels to improve extraction
performance as follows:

B. Overlay Text Extraction

(10)

Since it is confirmed that the overlay text is always bright
in each text region, it is safe to employ Lyu’s method to extract
characters from each overlay text region. First, each overlay text
region is expanded wider by two pixels to utilize the continuity
of background. This expanded outer region is denoted as ER.
Then, the pixels inside the text region are compared to the pixels
in ER so that pixels connected to the expanded region can be excluded. We denote the text region as TR and the expanded text
. Next, sliding-window
region as ETR, i.e.,
based adaptive thresholding is performed in the horizontal and
the vertical directions with different window sizes, respectively.
Compared to the Lyu’s method, the height of expanded text
and
region is not normalized in our method. Let
denote gray scale pixels on ETR and the resulting biare initialized as “White”.
nary image, respectively. All
is moving horThe window with the size of
izontally with the stepping size 8 and then the window with
is moving verthe size of
. If the intentically with the stepping size
is smaller than the local thresholding value
sity of
computed by Otsu method in each window, the corresponding
is set to be “Black”. The process of applying the sliding
windows for adaptive thresholding is shown in Fig. 13.
Authors of [7] assume that the background pixels in TR are
generally connected to ER in terms of intensity. They use filling
from ER to the connected pixels in TR to remove the background
pixels. However, since the text pixels might be connected to the
background pixels in TR, the unwanted removal can occur when

if
otherwise

where
,
and
denotes the number of transition pixels among the horizontally
.
and
denote the length
connected pixels with
of the connectivity with horizontal and vertical direction at the
, respectively. For example,
is 6 and
is 2 on the
pixel in Fig. 14(a). Since the height of ETR is 16 in the figure,
is set to be 2 by (10). The minimum of these values
is 2, which belongs to the range defined in (10). Therefore, the
is labeled as a dam point, which is reprepixel marked as
sented in gray in Fig. 14(b).
Finally, we can obtain characters correctly from each overlay
text region by the inward filling as addressed in [7]. If a pixel
is “White” during the scanning of binarized pixels in ER, all the
connected “White” pixels including the pixel itself are filled with
“Black”. After the inward filling, all non-“Black” pixels are set
to be “White”. The result of inward filling is shown in Fig. 14(c).
We see that the background of text is well removed. Note that
the condition for the number of transition pixels is added in this
paper. If the constraint using transition pixels is not added in
is also labeled as
the dam point labeling, background region
dam points as shown in Fig. 14(d).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed system is implemented and evaluated to show the efficiency and robustness of the proposed
method. We first compare the detection performance of our proposed transition map with the Harris corner map which has been

and
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TABLE III
COMPARISON PERFORMANCE OF CORNER MAP WITH TRANSITION MAP

Fig. 15. Corner map and transition map of Fig. 4(a). Detected overlay text
regions are represented by red rectangular box. (a) Corner map (R = 0).
(b) Corner map (R = 10). (c) Corner map (R = 20). (d) Transition map.

frequently used for overlay text detection [18]. Then the detection performance of the overlay text region is evaluated by identifying the localized rectangular text regions and the average
display time. Finally, we evaluate the overlay text extraction algorithm, which converts the gray scale overlay text regions to
the corresponding binary images for further processing, such as
video OCR.
A. Performance Comparison of the Transition Map With the
Harris Corner Map
In this section, the Harris corner operator [18], which has
been widely used in the literature, is used for comparison with
the transition map. Here
denotes the reduction range. The
pixel with the maximum corner value is only detected as a corner
pixels.
pixel within the range of
In the case of the corner map with no reduction range (i.e.,
), many corner pixels are included in the detected overlay
text region. However, since many corner pixels still belong to
the background region, it is also highly likely to generate the
false candidate region [see Fig. 15(a)]. Although the number of
corner pixels on the background is decreasing as increases,
the number of corner pixels belonging to the overlay text decreases notably [see Fig. 15(b)–(c)]. In contrast to that, each
overlay text region includes sufficient detected transition pixels
in the transition map while a few detected transition pixels belong to the background [see Fig. 15(d)]. The proposed method
makes possible to detect the overlay text region with higher efficiency. The recall and precision defined as below are used for
evaluating detection rate

(11)
where denotes the set of detected pixels by each method and
denotes the number of pixels belonging to the overlay text.
The performance evaluation of the Fig. 15 is shown in Table III.
We can see that the transition map has higher Precision compared to the corner map. Since the following steps such as computing POT becomes simple with the small number of detected

Fig. 16. (a) Overlay scene on the right-top. (b) Detected boundary of overlay
scene. (c) Refined transition map.

transition pixels, the high Precision is more desirable to detect
the overlay text regions. On the other hand, since the empty
space in the overlay text region of the transition map can be
filled with the linked map as mentioned in Section II-B, it is not
essential to have high Recall for an efficient detection. Moreover, the total processing (i.e., processing decoding) speed
for the transition map generation is much faster than that of the
increases,
corner map. Since the search range increases as
the total processing speed becomes slow as shown in Table III.
Therefore, we conclude that the employment of transition map
is highly desirable in positioning initial points for text extraction.
B. Performance Evaluation of Overlay Text Detection
Since the overlay scene can be inserted on the video scene
like the overlay text is, the transition region is also observed at
the boundary of the overlay scene. Moreover the boundary of
overlay scene is vertically long in the transition map as shown
in Fig. 16(b), we can easily remove the boundary of overlay
scene from the transition map by the length of connectivity in
the vertical direction.
The results of overlay text detection from complex video
scenes are shown in Fig. 17. Overlay text regions are successfully detected regardless of color, size, position, style, and
contrast. Although there exist different size of texts mixed in
each image frame, the test results show the robustness of the
proposed detection algorithm.
In the first row of Fig. 17 [i.e., Fig. 17(a)–(d)], the overlay text
regions are successfully detected in the complex background.
Although there are various colors and many edges in the background, the overlay text regions are correctly detected. In addition, the proposed method is robust to various text styles, as
we can see, in particular, in Fig. 17(b). We can also see that
the overlay texts embedded in the complex background are correctly located regardless of neighboring colors. For the overlay
texts presented in multiple colors, as shown in Fig. 17(e), (f),
(g), (n), and (o), they are extracted correctly using the proposed
method. Our approach handles well the overlay texts independent of contents types, such as movie, drama, animation, and so
on (see the third row of Fig. 17). In the fourth row of Fig. 17,
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Fig. 17. Experimental results of the overlay text detection.

TABLE IV
DETECTION ACCURACY WITH VARIATION OF TH VALUE

Fig. 18. Results of overlay text detection from scene text background.
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

the overlay texts with different sizes are correctly detected in the
same video scene.
The framework for evaluating performance has been impleunder FFMpeg
mented by using Visual Studio 2003
library, which has been utilized for MPEG and DIVX decoding.
Various videos are encoded with the image size of 320 240.

Since the TH value in Section II-A plays an important role to
generate a robust transition map, it is carefully set to 80 to minimize false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) of overlay text
detection as shown in Table IV. The minimum size of overlay
text region used to remove small components in Section II-B is
set to be 300. The threshold value for the overlay text region
update is set to be 500. The parameters, such as window size
for adaptive thresholding, the minimum size of overlay text region, and the threshold value for the overlay text region update,
can be consistently set according to the image width or height.
The experiments were performed on the low-end PC (Core2Duo
1.8 GHz). The comparison of total processing time is shown in
Table V. To check the efficiency of text region update, we measure both the total processing time without update algorithm,
which was addressed in Section II-E and with update algorithm
separately using videos shown in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 19. Results of overlay text extraction (a) Original image. (b) Otsu result. (c) Sato filtering result. (d) Lyu result without the height normalization. (e) Our
approach.

Fig. 20. Examples of dark overlay text extraction.

Since post processing after the transition map generation is
omitted in the overlay text region update, the total processing time
can be reduced. It makes our method much faster than other previous methods. Since the more candidate regions require the more
total processing time, the total processing time is different with
the number of detected candidate regions. Based on Table V, we
can see that the proposed update algorithm is very efficient and
makes possible real-time implementation because the total processing time with update algorithm is about 30 fps.
Moreover, since the proposed method focuses on the overlay
text regions, it is essential to detect only the overlay text even
though the scene text and overlay text are displayed in the same
video scene. The results of detected overlay text from scene
text background are shown in Fig. 18. We see that the proposed
method is robust to the scene text background, such as banner,
texts on the document and newspaper as shown in Fig. 18.
C. Performance Evaluation of Overlay Text Extraction
In order to confirm the superiority of our proposed text extraction method, we compare our approach with other methods;

Otsu [14], Sato filtering method [11], and Lyu’s method without
the height normalization process [7]. All extraction methods are
applied to the results of our overlay text region detection. The
results of overlay text extraction are shown in Fig. 19. Dark
overlay text is also extracted well by the color polarity computation. The result of dark overlay text extraction is shown in
Fig. 20.
Since the Otsu method focuses on the global thresholding by
using histogram-based analysis, it is not robust to background
color variation. In Fig. 19(b), the background pixels, such as
hand, clothes, and so on, are extracted as the overlay texts due
to the similarity in intensity. The results obtained by using Sato
filtering are shown in Fig. 19(c). Although the overlay texts
are well extracted from videos with simple background, such
as news, it fails for the complex background due to the various colors and font styles [see Fig. 19(c)]. Most overlay texts
are well extracted by the Lyu’s method even though the height
normalization is omitted. However, as shown in Fig. 19(d) that
some small noise pixels in TR cannot be removed by the inward filling, they are mistakenly extracted as the overlay texts.
To solve this problem, we added a simple constraint based on
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TABLE VI
PE FOR EACH EXTRACTION RESULT

V. CONCLUSION

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF EFFICIENCY OF EXTRACTION

detected transition pixels in the transition map. In Fig. 19(e),
we can see that small noise pixels in TR are removed correctly.
The accuracy of overlay text extraction shown in Fig. 19 is
evaluated using the probability of error (PE) [19] as follows:
(12)
where
and
denote the probabilities of overlay text
pixels and background pixels in the ground-truth image, respecdenotes the error probability to classify overlay
tively.
text pixels as background pixels while
denotes the
error probability to classify background pixels as overlay text
pixels. Small PE means that the accuracy of overlay text extraction is high. The PE for each extraction result is shown in
Table VI. Note that the increase of PE in our method compared
to Lyu method is negligible in Image 1. We can see that the
overlay texts are accurately extracted in our method.
We compare the efficiency of extraction using videos shown
in Fig. 19. Based on Table VII, it is noted that our method is
very efficient.
Although the experimental results in this section showed the
efficiency and robustness of the proposed method, the behavior
and limitations of the proposed method need to be briefly addressed.
First, we can consider the case that the proposed method is
applied to high quality videos, where color bleeding may be
reduced by the advanced compression techniques. In this case,
defined in (3) is also reduced while
increases.
the value
In other words, the constraint for logarithmical change in (4) is
relaxed, and thus no problem is encountered in generating the
transition map.
Secondly, we also consider the case that the proposed method
is applied to the semitransparent overlay text. Content providers
sometimes insert the semitransparent overlay text to reduce the
loss of the original video scene. Since the logarithmical change
of intensity may not be satisfied due to the background components on the back of the semitransparent overlay text, the transition map may not be correctly generated.

A novel method for overlay text detection and extraction from
complex videos is proposed in this paper. Our detection method
is based on the observation that there exist transient colors between inserted text and its adjacent background. The transition
map is first generated based on logarithmical change of intensity and modified saturation. Linked maps are generated to make
connected components for each candidate region and then each
connected component is reshaped to have smooth boundaries.
We compute the density of transition pixels and the consistency of texture around the transition pixels to distinguish the
overlay text regions from other candidate regions. The local binary pattern is used for the intensity variation around the transition pixel in the proposed method. The boundaries of the detected overlay text regions are localized accurately using the
projection of overlay text pixels in the transition map. Overlay
text region update between frames is also exploited to reduce
the processing time. Based on the results of overlay text detection, the overlay texts are extracted based on Lyu’s extraction
method. We add a simple constraint based on detected transition pixels in the transition map to improve the extraction performance. To validate the performance of our detection and extraction method, various videos have been tested. The proposed
method is very useful for the real-time application. Our future
work is to detect and extract the moving overlay text to extend
the algorithm for more advanced and intelligent applications.
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